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Translated from the original version: “Inférence causale et évaluation d’impact”
Over the past twenty years, the number of impact evaluation studies, whether experimental or quasi-experimental, has increased exponentially. These methods make it possible to identify, using individual survey data, relationships between variables that can be rigorously interpreted as cause-and-effect relationships. They are based on observation and research schemes that ensure that estimated differences in outcomes (e.g. in terms of earnings, employability, productivity or educational results) are mainly due to the intervention or policy implemented, and that selection and self-selection biases that tarnish many empirical studies are significantly reduced or even eliminated. In particular, these methods aim to statistically identify so-called “counterfactual” outcomes, i.e. those that would have occurred had the intervention in question not been implemented. The identification of the causal effect of the intervention on the outcome variable (its “impact”) is then deduced by comparing the observed outcomes for the statistical units (unemployed people, employees, companies, students, etc.) benefiting from that policy.

A Short Review of the Standard Techniques

To achieve this goal, the simplest experimental method, which consists in randomly drawing units that benefit from the policy to be evaluated and comparing their post-intervention situation with that of the units (individuals or firms) that do not benefit from this policy, ensures that a causal relationship between the policy and the observed effect is demonstrated, without the analyst having to make overly restrictive assumptions. The other methods, known as quasi-experimental methods, seek to identify situations where, depending on a certain number of factors, the fact of benefiting from the intervention is independent of the characteristics, observable or not, of the units targeted by that intervention. These methods can be grouped into four categories, which are presented below in a non-technical manner.1

Instrumental Variables

Let us suppose that we observe the wages of two groups of workers, the first group having recently benefited from an active labour policy such as a training program, the other group having not benefited from it. Using the linear regression method, it is possible to estimate not only the effects of several variables characterizing the workers, such as age, gender, family situation, level of education, place of residence, etc., but also the effect of the participation in the training program on the post-program wage, i.e., the wage received at the time of the survey. However, this simple method may produce biased estimates. The problem is that participation in the training program is not exogenous: it can not only be correlated with the observed characteristics that we have just mentioned, but also with variables not observed by the analyst, such as a desire to change profession, a desire to learn new skills, the employee’s productivity as assessed by his/her employer, etc. Consequently, the fact of having participated in the training program is likely to be correlated with the error term of the regression, the value of that error term generally being dependent on these unobserved characteristics. This correlation is the cause of the so-called “endogeneity” bias. To deal with this problem, econometricians have used the instrumental variable method for a long time. By definition, an instrumental variable must have a very significant impact on access to the program being evaluated – in this case, the training program – without directly affecting the wage level received after participating in that program. The estimation method used in this case is the so-called “two-stage-least-squares” technique. The first step consists in regressing participation in the training program on all exogenous variables (age, gender, etc.) but also on the value of the instrumental variable (which can be, for example, the date of a significant amendment made to the conditions governing access to this program). In a second step, individual wages must be regressed on the same exogenous variables and on participation in training program, not as actually observed, but as predicted by the first regression. The coefficient associated with this “instrumented” value can be interpreted, under certain very restrictive conditions, as “the causal effect” of the training program on trainees’ wages.

Matching Methods

The main purpose here is to compare beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries by neutralising the differences due to the distribution of observable characteristics. These methods are based on two assumptions. The first stipulates that the

1. These methods are described in detail, for example, in Crépon & Jacquemet (2018), Chapter 9.
assignment to the group of beneficiaries depends exclusively on observable exogenous characteristics and not on the anticipated outcomes of the intervention: this assumption is called the "conditional independence assumption". The second assumption is that any individual or firm has a non-zero probability (comprised strictly between 0 and 1) of being a priori a beneficiary of the intervention, whatever the characteristics of that individual or firm, or whether or not that the individual or the firm is actually (i.e. a posteriori) a beneficiary of the intervention: this assumption is called the "overlap assumption". When these two assumptions are valid, the method consists in comparing the outcome for each beneficiary with the average of the outcomes for the non-beneficiaries who are “close” in terms of the observable characteristics (age, gender, level of education, etc.), and then averaging all these differences among the group of beneficiaries. Proximity to the beneficiary under consideration, i.e. the choice of his/her “closest neighbours”, can be made using a distance (such as the Euclidean distance or the Mahalanobis distance), or even more simply using a propensity score, defined as the probability of being a beneficiary of the intervention given the observable variables characterising the individual; this probability can be estimated in a first step, using for example a logit or a probit model, independently of the value of the observed outcome variables.

**Difference-in-Differences Methods**

These methods are based on a simple assumption. Suppose that we observe the variations between two dates of an outcome variable such as the wage within two distinct groups. The first of these groups, called the “target group”, “treated group” or “treatment group”, benefits from a given intervention or an employment policy; the second, called the “control group”,3 does not. The employment policy is implemented between the two dates under consideration. The method relies on the following assumption: in the absence of this policy, the average wage change for individuals in the treated group would have been identical to that observed in the control group (the “parallel trends” assumption). The validity of this assumption, which cannot be verified, can be confirmed by the fact that, before the policy was implemented, wages evolved in the same way in both groups (that is the so-called “common pre-trends” assumption). Unlike the previous assumption, this second one can be tested on the basis of data observed prior to the implementation of the intervention, provided that repeated observations are available during this period. This method thus exploits the longitudinal (or pseudo-longitudinal’) dimension of the data.

**The Regression Discontinuity Method**

This method can be applied when the access to an intervention or a public policy is dependent on an exogenous threshold set by the authorities in charge of that policy. This threshold may be an age condition (for retirement, for example), an employment level threshold (for example, a tax reduction policy for firms with less than 20 employees), or a level of resources giving access to a scholarship or a tax credit. In its simplest form, regression discontinuity makes it possible to compare the average value of the outcome variable in the group of beneficiaries, for example those whose income or age is just below the eligibility threshold, with the average value of this variable in the comparable control group, composed of those whose income or age is just above that threshold. The underlying assumption is that, for people who otherwise have the same characteristics in terms of employment skills, level of education or gender, those just below and above the threshold are identical. Only sheer chance, for instance a date of birth, distinguishes them. Under these conditions, a simple difference between the means of the outcome variable (for example, the level of wage or education after the policy is implemented) makes it possible to estimate the causal effect of the intervention in question. However, this difference is only a local measure, close to the threshold, and its extrapolation to income levels or ages far from that threshold has no scientific validity. For this reason, it is said that regression discontinuity makes it possible to estimate a local average treatment effect (discussed in detail below).

Each type of method therefore corresponds to very specific assumptions. In practice, particularly when it is not possible to conduct a randomized experiment, it is important to recognise the information available to the analyst and to know which of these assumptions are most likely in order to choose the method which is best suited to the data available. Since the pioneering

2. These expressions are the same in each of the causal inference methods used.
3. The repeated observations may not be those concerning the same individuals but may be repetitions of random samples taken from the same population and form a “pseudo panel”.
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article published by LaLonde in 1986, several studies have been devoted to the comparison of evaluations carried out using experimental and quasi-experimental methods, and in particular to the estimation biases that may result from using quasi-experimental methods. Due to space constraints, it is not possible to summarize the results of those comparisons here. On this topic, the reader may consult, for example, papers written by Glazerman et al. (2003), Hill (2008), Chabé-Ferret (2015), Wong et al. (2017), and Chaplin et al. (2018).

A Flourishing International Scientific Literature

These methods have been applied in many research fields. For example, in the field of educational policy, the number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that have resulted in international publications has increased from just a few in 1980 to more than 80 per year since 2010 (Figure I). Quasi-experimental evaluations have followed a similar trend and nowadays, constitute together what some have called an “empirical revolution”. These studies and the quantitative assessments that they contain are resources of prime importance when it comes to choosing, designing and implementing public policies.

The recent publication of several reference articles and books also shows just how developed and diverse econometric evaluation methods have become. These include the books by Imbens & Rubin (2015), Lee (2016), and Frölich & Sperlich (2019), which follow on from the survey papers by Angrist & Krueger (1999), Heckman et al. (1999), Heckman & Vytlacil (2007a, 2007b), Abbring & Heckman (2007), and Imbens & Wooldrige (2009). The Handbook of Field Experiments published by Duflo & Banerjee in 2017 is the reference book on randomised field experiments. For laboratory experiments, Jacquemet & L’Haridon’s book (2018) is the most recent reference. Finally, the list of papers on causal inference methods published in the best international economic or statistical journals over the past 30 years is too long to be included here. The interested reader will find it in the bibliographies of the above-mentioned works. Summaries in French (more or less formalised) are also available. These include papers by Brodaty et al. (2007), Givord (2014) and Chabé-Ferret et al. (2017).

Many Evaluations Studies Were Published in Économie et Statistique

The journal Économie et Statistique (not “/ Economics and Statistics” at the time) has accompanied this progress and these developments over the past twenty years, frequently publishing papers applying econometric evaluation methods to French data, mainly produced by public statistics departments and agencies. Some of these papers have found a real resonance in the public debate. It is admittedly risky to draw up an exhaustive list of them, since some of these publications may have escaped our attention. However, some of them may be cited by grouping them according to the methods used.

The instrumental variable technique was used by Crépon et al. (2004) to measure the effects of reduced working time on firms’ productivity and employment. Leclair & Roux (2007) then used it to measure relative productivity and the use of short-term jobs in firms. Instrumental variables were also used by Beffy et al. (2009) to estimate the effects of students’ paid work on their success in higher education, and by Fougère & Poulhès (2014) to study the influence of ownership on the household financial portfolio.

The reader will find applications of the difference-in-differences method in several papers published.
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in the journal. The first publications to use this method are the papers by Bénabou et al. (2004), devoted to the evaluation of priority education zones, and Behaghel et al. (2004), who sought to estimate the effects of the Delalande tax on employees’ transitions between employment and unemployment. Fack & Landais (2009) used it to assess the effectiveness of tax incentives for donations. Carbonnier (2009) assessed the incentive-based and redistributive consequences of tax incentives for the employment of a home-based employee. The method made it possible for Bozio (2011) to measure the impact of the increase in insurance duration following the 1993 pension reform. Geniaux & Napoleone (2011) used a difference-in-differences method coupled with a matching method to assess the effects of environmental zoning on urban growth and agricultural activity. Again using the difference-in-differences method, Simonnet & Danzin (2014) assessed the effect of income support on the return to work of recipients, and Bérard & Trannoy (2018) measured the impact of the 2014 increase in real estate transfer taxes on the French housing market.

The papers that have applied matching methods include, in particular, those written by Crépon & Desplat (2001) who used such a method to estimate the effects of payroll tax relief on low-wage workers’ employment, by Even & Klein (2007) who estimated the medium-term effects of subsidized jobs on the employment of beneficiaries, by Rathelot & Sillard (2008) who assessed the effects of the urban tax-free zone policy on paid employment and the setting-up of new undertakings, and by Bunel et al. (2009) who focused their study on the effects of social security contribution reliefs on employment and wages.

The regression discontinuity method first appeared in Économie et Statistique by Lorenceau (2009), who estimates the effects of lower payroll charges granted in rural regeneration areas on the setting-up of new undertakings and employment level. It was also used by Baraton et al. (2011) to assess the effects of the 2003 reform on the retirement age of secondary-school teachers.

To our knowledge, Economie et Statistique / Economics and Statistics has, strictly speaking, not yet published any papers on randomized trials. This does not mean that French economists have not written high-quality research papers in this field. On the contrary, under the influence and sometimes with the collaboration of Esther Duflo, Professor of Economics at the MIT, French economists have published papers on randomized trials in the best international journals, particularly in the field of employment or education policies. The reader will find notable examples of such papers in the works of Crépon et al. (2013, 2015), Avvisati et al. (2014), Goux et al. (2017), or Barone et al. (2019). However, Économie et Statistique has published three papers on audit experiments, which, while being random experiments, cannot be considered as randomized field experiments. An audit study is a form of social experimentation in a real situation, mainly designed to detect a situation of discrimination. In the simplest case, the statistician compares the behaviour of a third party, usually an employer or a landlord, towards two people with exactly the same profile concerning all the relevant characteristics, except for the one suspected of giving rise to discrimination, for instance ethnic origin, disability, religion, age, gender, sexual orientation, etc. The paper by Petit et al. (2011) on the effects of an individual’s place of residence on his/her access to employment, as well as those by Petit et al. (2013) and Edo & Jacquemet (2013) on the effects of gender and origin on discrimination in the workplace, are particularly representative of this type of approach, the limitations of which, both methodological and conceptual, were mentioned by Aebachardt et al. (2011) in a comment published in the journal following the paper written by Petit et al. (2011).

The list of publications, particularly international publications, using statistical methods of causal inference is growing day by day. In addition to studies directly applying them with experimental or quasi-experimental data, much work has been devoted in the last ten years to refining these methods, or to coming up with solutions to overcome some of their limitations. The rest of this paper is devoted to presenting the developments that we believe are particularly promising in this area. Due to space constraints, we have not been able to address all the emerging themes here, including, in particular, social interactions and interference in randomised trials. This subject, which has unfortunately been relatively neglected to date, is addressed, for example, in the papers written by Hudgens & Halloran (2008), Aronow (2012), Manski (2013), Liu & Hudgens (2014), and Baird et al. (2018). An extensive review of recent developments and future research directions can be found in the papers written by Athey & Imbens (2017a, 2017b) and Abadie & Cattaneo (2018).
The Canonical Impact Evaluation Model

From its original formulation by Rubin (1974), the canonical impact evaluation model emphasises the heterogeneity of the response of economic agents following an intervention concerning them. In this model, each observation unit is characterised by two “potential outcomes” specific thereto: \( y_{i0} \) is the outcome that would be observed for the unit \( i \) in the absence of the intervention, and \( y_{i1} \) is the outcome that would be observed as a result of the intervention. For each unit, only one of these two effects is observed. Rather than a “causal effect”, the intervention is therefore associated with a distribution of situational changes \( \Delta_i = y_{i1} - y_{i0}, \ i = 1, \ldots, N \), \( N \) here being the sample size. The evaluation process therefore requires choosing the parameter of this distribution that the analyst seeks to identify. Among the parameters summarising the distribution of the effect of the intervention (or treatment), the most common are the average treatment effect and the average treatment effect on the treated.

The average treatment effect (ATE) corresponds to the mathematical expectation of this distribution: it therefore measures the average change in outcome for an individual randomly selected from the population. The average treatment effect on the treated (ATT), for its part, is specific to the sub-population of individuals who actually benefit from the program (and formally corresponds to the conditional expectation to be actually treated). The two parameters are only equal under very restrictive assumptions. For example, they match each other trivially if the intervention concerns the whole population (for instance, an increase in the minimum age for leaving the school system, a measure that concerns all pupils), or if the treatment is supposed to act in the same way on all the individuals \( \Delta_i = \Delta, \ i = 1, \ldots, N \). In all other circumstances, these two parameters are distinct. They provide different information on the distribution of the causal effect: the average treatment effect on the treated measures the effectiveness of the program through the change in the beneficiaries’ outcome, while the average treatment effect indicates how effective it would be if the program were to be applied to the entire population. The evaluation method chosen strongly influences the parameter that can be measured. Randomized experiments make it possible to estimate the ATE provided that the random assignment to experimental groups is made in the entire population and that all individuals selected to take part in the experiment actually do so. However, they can be used to estimate the ATT only when some of the selected individuals refuse to take part in the experiment or, more generally, when only a non-random sub-sample of the collected sample is observed (see Chabé-Ferret et al., 2017, for an illustration). The difference-in-differences estimator or the matching estimators, for their part, measure the change in the situation specific to the beneficiaries, i.e. the ATT.

Beyond the importance of the choice of the parameter to be estimated (which must take precedence over the choice of the identification method), the heterogeneity of the treatment effect constitutes a significant limitation to the ability to generalise the estimated effects of an intervention in the context of a particular empirical study (see below).

The Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE)

Since the work of Imbens & Angrist (1994), who introduced the local average treatment effect (LATE) estimator, the interpretation of the instrumental variable estimator as the “average treatment effect on the treated” has been called into question. It is only valid if the effect of the program is the same for all individuals, regardless of their age, gender, experience, etc., which is obviously a very unrealistic assumption. Imbens & Angrist (1994), and many econometricians following them, show that if the effect of an intervention or public policy is likely to vary from one group of individuals to another, and more generally to be heterogeneous within a given population, only a local estimator can be produced for those individuals who decide to benefit from the program when it becomes available as a result of a variation of the instrument. Those individuals are called “compliers”, i.e. people who comply or adhere to the programme when the value of the instrument changes. The group of compliers is probably best defined when confronted with people who systematically refuse the program (“never-takers”) and those who are always willing to take part in it (“always-takers”), regardless of the value of the instrument. The implementation...
of the LATE estimator assumes that there are no individuals who would be willing to take part in the program when it is not offered, but who would refuse to do so once the program is rolled out. This group of people, who are called “defiers”, is assumed not to exist: this assumption corresponds to what Imbens & Angrist (1994) call the “monotonicity assumption”. The LATE estimator therefore measures the effect of the intervention only on the group of compliers, which unfortunately cannot always be identified. When it is, for instance when a lottery or a random procedure changes the assignment to the treatment (i.e., the proposed intervention or program), the LATE estimator can be obtained using the two-stage least squares procedure. Angrist & Imbens (1995) propose a more general method that takes into account the effect of other exogenous variables (such as age) in the implementation of the LATE. Angrist et al. (2000) apply this approach to the estimation of simultaneous equation models.

### The External Validity of Impact Evaluation Methods

Several of the methods cited above are characterised by strong internal validity: they provide credible estimators of the average effects of interventions for the samples under consideration. However, the possibility of extrapolating their outcomes to a larger population, i.e., their external validity, is often called into question.

In the case of randomized trials, this criticism is based on the fact that the samples are generally quite small and concern particular groups, for example people living in some given environments or with specific characteristics; they are not representative of the population as a whole, or at the very least of all the potentially eligible people. The issue of external validity is fundamentally linked to the heterogeneity of the effects of interventions (see below). Suppose that a trial is conducted in a setting A, which may correspond to a given location, period, or sub-population of individuals. How do the estimates of the effects of this particular intervention conducted in this particular setting inform us of what the effects of the same intervention would be in another location, in a different period, for a different group of individuals, i.e., in a setting B that is different from setting A? The differences may result from observed and unobserved characteristics of those other locations, periods or individuals, and possibly from changes (no matter how slight they are) in the intervention procedures. To answer these questions, it is useful to have access to the results of multiple trials, carried out in different settings, and if possible, with fairly large samples representative of the eligible population (at least in terms of the main observable characteristics). Microfinance represents a particularly interesting example. For instance, Meager (2019) analyzed the results of seven trials conducted on this topic, and found that the estimated effects were remarkably consistent.

Another approach is to explicitly take account of the differences between the distributions of the characteristics specific to the groups or periods in question. Hotz et al. (2005) and Imbens (2010) propose a theoretical setting in which the differences in effects observed within a group of several locations stem from the fact that the units established in these locations have different characteristics. By means of an adjustment procedure that consists in reweighting individual units (persons, households, firms, etc.), they can compare the effects of the intervention in question in these different locations. This technique is close to the inverse probability weighting methods recommended by Stuart and co-authors (Imai et al., 2008; Stuart et al., 2011; Stuart et al., 2015).

It should be recalled that the instrumental variable estimator is often interpreted as a local estimator of the average treatment effect, i.e., as a LATE estimator that measures the average treatment effect for those members of the population (the compliers) whose assignment to the treatment is modified by a change in the value of the instrument. Under what conditions can this estimator be interpreted as the average treatment effect for the entire population? In other words, what are the conditions that ensure its external validity? Two groups are never affected by the instrumental variable: the always-takers who always receive the treatment, and the never-takers who never receive it. To answer the question, Angrist (2004) suggests testing whether the difference between the average outcomes of the always-takers and the never-takers is equal to the average treatment effect on the outcome of the compliers. Angrist & Fernandez-Val (2013) seek to exploit a conditional effect ignorability assumption stipulating that, conditional on certain exogenous variables, the average effect
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6. Inverse probability weighting is a statistical technique for calculating standardized statistics for a pseudo-population that is different from the one from which the data were collected.
for compliers is identical to the average effect for always-takers and never-takers. Bertanha & Imbens (2019) suggest testing the combination of two equalities, namely the equality of the average outcomes of untreated compliers and never-takers, and the equality of the average outcomes of treated compliers and always-takers.

In the case of regression discontinuity, the lack of external validity is mainly due to the fact that this method produces local estimators, which are only valid around the considered eligibility threshold. If, for example, that threshold is an age condition, regression discontinuity does not make it possible to infer what the average effect of the intervention would be for people whose age differs significantly from the age defining the eligibility threshold. Under what conditions can the estimated effects obtained through regression discontinuity be generalized? Dong & Lewbel (2015) note that in many cases, the variable that defines the eligibility threshold (called the “forcing variable”) is a continuous variable such as age or income level. These authors point out that in this case, beyond the extent of the discontinuity of the outcome variable in the vicinity of the threshold, it is also possible to estimate the variation of the first derivative of the regression function, and even of higher-order derivatives. This makes it possible to extrapolate the causal effects of the treatment to values of the forcing variable further away from the eligibility threshold. Angrist & Rokkanen (2015) propose to test whether, conditional on additional exogenous variables, the correlation between the forcing variable and the outcome variable disappears. Such a result would mean that the allocation to treatment could be considered independent of the potential outcomes (this is called the unconfoundedness property) conditional on those additional exogenous variables, which would again allow the result to be extrapolated to values of the forcing variable further from the threshold. Bertanha & Imbens (2019) propose an approach based on the fuzzy regression discontinuity design. They suggest testing the continuity of the conditional expectation of the outcome variable, for a given value of the treatment and of the forcing variable at the threshold level, adjusted by variations in exogenous characteristics.

**Difference-In-Differences and Synthetic Control**

As noted above, the implementation of the difference-in-differences method requires there to be a control group whose evolution over time reflects what the treatment group would have experienced in the absence of any intervention. This assumption cannot be tested over the period following the intervention, during which differences in outcome between groups also reflect the effect of the policy. A testable component of this assumption is that the past evolution of the outcome variable (before the policy being evaluated is implemented) is on average similar to that of the same variable in the treatment group. When it is rejected, it is possible to create an artificial control (“synthetic control”) unit, based on the observations of the control group, using an appropriate weighting system. This synthetic control is constructed in such a way that the past evolution of the outcome variable within it is identical to that of this variable in the treatment group.

The method was introduced by Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) in a study aimed at assessing the effect of ETA terrorist activity on the development of the Basque Country’s GDP between 1975 and 2000, a period when the Basque separatist terrorist organisation was most active, frequently committing extreme acts of violence. The problem is that between 1960 and 1969, the decade preceding the beginning of the period of terrorist activity, the Basque Region’s GDP evolved very differently from the average GDP of the other sixteen Spanish regions, leading to the assumption of a common pre-treatment trend being rejected. Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) then proposed to construct a synthetic control region whose GDP evolution between 1960 and 1969 would be similar to that of the Basque Country’s GDP. This can be achieved by minimizing the distance between the annual observations of the Basque Country’s GDP between 1960 and 1969 and those of this synthetic region. More formally, the annual GDP values in the Basque Country between 1960 and 1969 are denoted \( y_{1,t} \) (\( t = 1960, \ldots, 1969 \)) and grouped together in a vector \( Y_{1,0} = [Y_{1,1960} \ldots Y_{1,1969}] \). Similarly, the annual observations concerning the GDP of each of the other sixteen Spanish regions are denoted \( Y_{j,t} (j = 2, \ldots, 17; t = 1960, \ldots, 1969) \) and stored in a matrix denoted \( Y_{n,0} \) of dimension (10 × 16). The synthetic control region is constructed from a
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7. “The unconfoundedness assumption states that assignment is free from dependence on the potential outcomes” (Imbens & Rubin, 2015, p. 257).
8. The sharp regression discontinuity design corresponds to the case where nobody can derogate from the constraint of the eligibility threshold. This case is opposite to that of the fuzzy regression discontinuity design, in which treated individuals, or untreated individuals, are observed on both sides of the threshold.
weighting vector $\mathbf{w} = [w_1, \ldots, w_n]$ of dimension $(16 \times 1)$ which minimizes the following weighted Euclidean norm for a given matrix $\mathbf{V}$:

$$
\| \mathbf{Y}_{1.0} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \mathbf{w} \| = \sqrt{\left( \mathbf{Y}_{1.0} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \mathbf{w} \right)^T \mathbf{V} \left( \mathbf{Y}_{1.0} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \mathbf{w} \right)}
$$

In a first simple application, Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) choose the identity matrix as the matrix $\mathbf{V}$. This allows them to easily find the weighting system $\mathbf{w}^*$ that minimizes this norm. They verify that the ten annual GDPs of the synthetic region, which are calculated as $\mathbf{Y}_{0.0}^* = \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \times \mathbf{w}^*$ during the 1960-1969 period, are similar to the yearly GDPs of the Basque region observed during the same period. This allows them to then calculate the counterfactual GDPs of the Basque region during the period of terrorist activity (1975-2000). These counterfactual GDPs are denoted $\mathbf{Y}_{0.1}^*$ and are calculated in the dimension vector $(26 \times 1)$ $\mathbf{Y}_{0.1}^* = \mathbf{Y}_{0.1} \times \mathbf{w}^*$, where $\mathbf{Y}_{0.1}$ is the dimension matrix $(26 \times 16)$ which groups together the observations concerning the 26 annual GDPs of each of the sixteen Spanish regions other than the Basque Country. The causal effect of terrorism on the Basque GDP is then measured as $\mathbf{Y}_{1.1} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.1}^*$, where $\mathbf{Y}_{1.1}$ is the dimension matrix $(26 \times 1)$ which groups together the 26 annual observations of the Basque GDP from 1975 to 2000.

In general, $\mathbf{V}$ is a diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal elements. In an extended version of this method, Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) and Abadie et al. (2010, 2015) propose to choose matrices $\mathbf{V}$ whose elements are data driven. The number of units treated may be greater than one: in this case, a synthetic control must be calculated for each unit treated. However, when the number of units treated is very large, the synthetic control of a treated unit may not be unique. Abadie & L’Hour (2019) propose a variant that takes this difficulty into account. Their estimator is written:

$$
\| \mathbf{Y}_{1.0} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \mathbf{w} \|^2 + \lambda \sum_{j=2}^{J+1} \| \mathbf{Y}_{j.0} - \mathbf{Y}_{0.0} \|^2, \text{ with } \lambda > 0
$$

In this expression, $\mathbf{Y}_{j.0}$ is the vector whose elements are the observed values of the outcome variable for the control unit $j$ ($j = 2, \ldots, J + 1$) during each of the periods preceding the implementation of the intervention. The estimator proposed by Abadie & L’Hour (2019) includes a penalty $\lambda$ for differences between the values of the outcome variable of a treated unit and those of each control unit in the period before the intervention was implemented. Abadie & L’Hour (2019) show that, under these conditions, and except in a few specific cases, their estimator provides a single synthetic control.

Extended versions of the synthetic control estimator have also been proposed by Amjad et al. (2018) and Athey et al. (2018), who suggest the use of matrix completion techniques, but also by Hahn & Shi (2017), who base their approach on sampling-based inferential methods.

### The Role and Choice of Explanatory Variables

Regardless of the type of intervention or evaluation method chosen by the researcher, the individuals, households, firms, etc. sampled, whether or not they are beneficiaries of the intervention, whether they are members of the target group (i.e. the treatment group) or the control group, may still differ in terms of some exogenous characteristics (such as age, gender, number of years of labour market experience, etc., for individuals, or number of employees, date of creation, short-term debt level, etc., for a firm). In the case of a non-stratified randomized controlled trial or a sharp regression discontinuity design, a simple regression of the observed outcome variable on a constant and a treatment group dummy variable is sufficient to obtain a convergent estimator of the average treatment effect in the sample. The addition of exogenous variables to this regression will mainly improve, in theory, the precision of the estimator of the average treatment effect.

However, in cases other than non-stratified randomization or sharp regression discontinuity design, it is necessary to add assumptions about the role of exogenous variables in order to obtain consistent estimators. The most commonly used assumption is that of conditional independence. This assumption states that the assignment to the treatment group, represented by a random variable $T$, and the potential outcomes of the intervention, denoted $y_{1,i}$ for a treated individual and $y_{0,i}$ for an untreated individual, are independent conditional on all relevant exogenous variables $x$, i.e. all those affecting the probability of benefiting from the intervention. This assumption is crucial for implementing a technique such as matching. Once this hypothesis is accepted, if the sample is large enough.

---

9. The only regions with weights well above zero are Madrid and Catalonia.

and/or the number of exogenous variables is not too high, it is possible to implement an exact matching method: this is based on comparing the outcome of each treated individual with that of an untreated individual having exactly the same observable characteristics. When this method cannot be implemented, particularly when the number of exogenous variables is too high, this exact matching is often replaced by a distance criterion making it possible to associate to each treated individual his/her “closest neighbour” in the sense of the chosen distance, or to implement the technique of the propensity score, as defined above: the outcome of each treated individual is compared with that of the untreated individual who has a propensity score whose value is very close to that of the treated individual’s propensity score. Exogenous variables that can be used to construct a valid propensity score should be conditionally independent of the assignment to the treatment group for a given value of this score. The set of these exogenous variables is potentially extremely large. In addition to these variables, it is possible to include in this set some of their interactions, dichotomous indicators for those with multiple modalities (e.g. levels of education or socioprofessional categories), some transformations of these variables such as their powers or logarithms, etc.

Faced with the multiplicity of exogenous variables that can be mobilised, several recent studies have recommended the implementation of model and variable selection methods such as machine learning methods (McCaffrey et al., 2004; Wyss et al., 2014; Athey & Imbens, 2017a; Chernozhukov et al., 2018), and LASSO methods (Belloni et al., 2014, 2017; Farrell, 2015). For example, McCaffrey et al. (2004), like Wyss et al. (2014), combine the method of random forests with the LASSO technique in order to estimate the propensity score. It should be noted that these methods can be applied to evaluation methods other than matching. This is the case, in particular, of the method proposed by Belloni et al. (2017), which consists of a double variable selection procedure. The LASSO regression is used first to select the variables that are correlated with the outcome variable, and then again to select those that are correlated with the treatment dummy variable. After that, ordinary least squares can be applied by combining these two sets of variables, which improves the properties of the usual estimators of the average treatment effect, especially compared to simpler regularised regression techniques such as ridge regression.

The Heterogeneity of the Effects of an Intervention

Recent work has often focused on the heterogeneity of the effects of an intervention between groups of eligible individuals. Figure II illustrates this situation using a fictional example drawn from Leamer (1983). To make it easier to depict graphically, the heterogeneity of the treatment effect is assumed to be related to a variable $x$, the values of which differentiate individuals from each other. The left-hand side of Figure II describes the identification of the causal effect using a sample of individuals for whom the values of the exogenous variable, plotted on the $x$-axis, are dispersed only to a low extent. The variation in the outcome variable between individuals in the control group and those in the treatment group (i.e., the heterogeneity of the treatment effect) is measured by the slope of the regression line $\Delta(x)$, but it does not allow to disentangle between the many possible generalizations of the effect to other ranges of heterogeneity (of which two examples are drawn on Figure II). Looking also at the right-hand side of Figure II shows that having access to additional data, corresponding to greater heterogeneity among individuals ($x \in \mathbb{R} \cup \mathbb{R}'$), allows the analysis to be refined and pin down the distortion of the treatment effect in the population.

A wider range of observed situations therefore makes it possible to refine the estimation of the causal effect of the treatment, and to characterize its heterogeneity according to the observable characteristics of the individuals. As rich as the available data may be, however, the identification of the distribution of the treatment effect cannot be solved empirically. As an illustration, Figure III presents various measurements of the effect of a treatment, estimated for a wide range of values of the exogenous variable $x$. Nevertheless, these point values of the treatment effect are compatible with an infinite number of underlying distributions, of which Figure III presents three examples: $\Delta_+ (x), \Delta_0 (x)$, et $\Delta_0^{-} (x)$. 

11. It is sometimes preferable to compare it with a weighted average of the outcomes of untreated individuals whose propensity scores have similar values. This is the principle that is implemented in the case of kernel matching.
12. This property is called the “balancing score property”.
13. LASSO stands for Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator. This method, introduced by Tibshirani (1996), is a method for shrinking regression coefficients that essentially involves estimating the coefficient vector by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals under an additional regularisation constraint.
14. To implement this technique, the reader can in particular use the R package randomForest (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/index.html).
However fine the information provided by the data may be, and however heterogeneous the sample may be, the ability to describe the entire distribution of the treatment effect requires prior modelling to select the form of the relationship between the outcome variable and the treatment.

In the case where the sample is large and contains information on many variables, as it...
is the case with big data, it is possible to estimate heterogenous treatment effects by combining quasi-experimental causal inference methods with LASSO methods and, more generally, with machine learning techniques (see, for example, Wager & Athey, 2018; Knaus et al., 2017, 2018). This statistical approach can be generalised on a case-by-case basis with several treatments (Lechner, 2018).

Recent empirical work has focused on measuring the heterogeneity of effects, often in conjunction with the question of the external validity of the estimators used. Particularly compelling examples of this approach are given in the work of Dehejia et al. (2019) and Bisbee et al. (2017), who examine, using LATE-type estimators and data from more than a hundred international censuses, the causal link between fertility and female labour force participation. Their results are relatively convergent. Another example is provided by Allcott (2015), who assesses the variation in the effect of an energy reduction policy that has been gradually implemented at 111 sites in the United States: he finds that the effect of this policy has been stronger at the ten sites where the scheme was initially applied, suggesting that these first sites were selected because of their particular characteristics.

**Precision of the Estimated Effects: The Quality of Identification beyond Unbiasedness**

The attention paid to the estimation of causal effects in the policy evaluation literature has confined thoughts about identification to the unbiasedness of the estimated effects. In this context, the precision of the estimates is mainly addressed on the basis of the statistical significance of the estimated effects – an intervention being considered worthy of interest provided that its estimated effect is significantly different from 0.

A first limitation of statistical significance, which is well known but still largely overlooked in the empirical literature (see McCloskey & Ziliak, 1996; Ziliak & McCloskey, 2004), is that it does not make it possible to assess the quantitative importance of the measured effects. For each of these effects, statistical significance depends only on the precision of their estimation. A very small point estimate can thus be statistically very significant, while a very large effect can be insignificant due to its very low precision. In fact, hypothesis testing is nothing more than an alternative formulation of a confidence interval (provided the confidence level matches the level of the test). In this sense, statistical significance only provides information on whether the value zero belongs to the confidence interval built on the estimated parameter, i.e., to all the underlying effects compatible with the point estimate. Relying solely on statistical significance, whether to reject an intervention or to consider it beneficial, is tantamount to giving disproportionate weight to one of the many values within the confidence interval, many of which lead to a decision contrary to that indicated by statistical significance in the strict sense: in other words, a too wide confidence interval (i.e., a too imprecise estimation of an effect with a high point estimate) may lead to discard the intervention if this interval includes zero, or being considered beneficial if this interval, although gathering negligible values, is narrow enough to exclude zero (Amrhein et al., 2019).

The attention paid to statistical precision must be just as close as the attention to the identification of causal effects. Improving precision requires in particular to minimize uncontrolled sources of variation. The control over the environment – i.e. blocking the sources of variation other than those of the variables of interest, such as the level of a “treatment” or the way it is administered – is an experimental approach that not only achieves identification but also increases the precision of the estimates (see the paper by Deaton & Cartwright, 2018, on this subject). Randomization, often presented in an excessive or even activist manner as the “golden rule” of policy evaluation, achieves identification of the causal effect based on the statistical similarity of the units belonging to the control and the treatment groups. It does not control, however, for all the unobserved factors that can add noise to the estimation.  

The importance given to the significance of the estimated effects may also lead to a certain number of deviations in the interpretation of the statistical tests. In particular, the limit value of the test statistic that leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis of no effect does not, in any way, measure the probability that the alternative hypothesis, stipulating the existence of an effect, is true. This probability is measured by the power of the test, the value of which is dependent on the distribution that

15. In a paper that is relatively critical of the mechanical applications of the randomized trial procedure, Deaton (2010) reviews the identification problems that remain despite random assignment to the treatment and control groups.
produces the test statistic when the alternative hypothesis is true, and therefore on the true (unknown) value from which the estimation results. An additional issue is that the \( p \)-value does not correspond either to the probability that the null hypothesis (i.e. the absence of effect) is true. This probability is indeed conditional on the null hypothesis: the distribution of the test statistic associated with the estimation is deduced from the value of the effect under the null hypothesis. If the calculated value of the test statistic is denoted \( s \) and the null hypothesis is denoted \( H_0 \), the \( p \)-value therefore formally measures the quantity \( Pr(s \mid H_0) \). The probability that the null hypothesis is true corresponds to the reverse conditioning, \( Pr(H_0 \mid s) \). The confusion between these two probabilities can be illustrated by what the behavioural science literature calls the “prosecutor fallacy”, introduced by Thompson & Schumann (1987): although, for example, the probability of winning at roulette without cheating is very low, it is obviously wrong to infer that a winner at roulette must be a cheater. Assessing the probability that the null hypothesis is true entails measuring the unconditional probability of this event, as illustrated in the next section.

### The Increasing Risk of “False Positives” and the Need for Replication Work

Significance tests are subject to two types of risks of error: “false positives” are situations in which the estimation wrongly leads to thinking that a non-zero effect exists, and “false negatives” relate to the opposite situation, where the absence of an estimated relationship is only apparent. The respective probabilities of these cases correspond to the Type I error (also known as the “level” of the test), which is often denoted \( \alpha \) and the most commonly chosen value of which is 5%, and the Type II error, \( \beta \), which is the opposite of the power, \( \beta = 1 - \beta \). The power measures the probability of detecting the effect of the intervention and depends on the intensity of that effect: it does not correspond to a probability, but to a function that also depends crucially on the sample size.\(^{16}\)

An estimated effect is “statistically significant at the 5% threshold” if the probability of getting this estimate while the effect is actually zero is less than 5%. This property implies a 5% probability of making a mistake when concluding that the estimated effect of an intervention is statistically significant. This probability is often interpreted as measuring the proportion of statistically significant results that are incorrect. This conclusion is only true in very specific circumstances, and the consequences of Type I errors on the credibility of empirical work are in fact often much more serious than its value suggests.

To illustrate this point, Wacholder et al. (2004) describe the components of the False-Positive Report Probability (hereinafter denoted “FPRP”) as a function of the statistical properties of significance tests. The FPRP is the probability that the effect of an intervention is actually zero, even though the estimation produces a statistically significant effect. The calculation of this probability involves an unknown quantity (which is not usually discussed, even though it is fundamental) that corresponds to the proportion, denoted \( \Psi \), of interventions that have a non-zero effect amongst all the interventions that are being evaluated. Table 1 describes the probability of occurrence of the four types of possible situations: the legitimate detection of an absence

\(^{16}\) The benchmark power level in applied work is 80%, although Ioannidis et al. (2017) show that in more than half of applied economics work, the median power is 16% or even less.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Veracity of the alternative hypothesis</th>
<th>Statistical significance test</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-zero effect of the intervention</td>
<td>((1 - \beta)\Psi) ([\text{True positive}])</td>
<td>(\beta\Psi) ([\text{False negative}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero effect of the intervention</td>
<td>(\alpha(1 - \Psi)) ([\text{False positive}])</td>
<td>((1 - \alpha)(1 - \Psi)) ([\text{True negative}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>((1 - \beta)\Psi + \alpha(1 - \Psi))</td>
<td>(\beta\Psi + (1 - \alpha)(1 - \Psi))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Subject to the existence or absence of an intervention effect, each of the cells describes the probability that the estimated effect is statistically significant (first column) or statistically insignificant (second column), taking account of the level \( \alpha \) of the test, its power \( \beta \), and the proportion \( \Psi \) of interventions that have a non-zero effect amongst all those evaluated.

Sources: Wacholder et al. (2004, p. 440).

Given the probabilities of Type I and Type II errors, the probability of a false positive occurring (the proportion of effects that are only apparent amongst all the interventions having a significant effect) is measured by:

$$FPRP = \frac{\alpha(1 - \beta)}{\alpha(1 - \beta) + (1 - \alpha) \beta}$$

Most of the commonly used statistical tests are consistent, i.e. their power tends towards one as the sample size increases. In this very favourable situation (where $\beta = 0$), this probability is less than the level $\alpha$ of the test only if at least half of all the interventions that are evaluated have a non-zero effect. If this frequency is higher, the probability of occurrence of false positives is lower than the level of the test. It is higher than this level under the opposite (and certainly more credible) hypothesis that, of all the interventions evaluated, less than one in two has a non-zero effect, a situation that is all the more likely to occur as more evaluations are undertaken. It is of course impossible to quantify $\beta$, and very difficult to collect objective information on this proportion. Still, the consequences of the variations of $\beta$ on the credibility attributed to the results of evaluations are not without importance: under the extreme hypothesis that one intervention out of 1,000 has a non-zero effect ($\beta = 0.001$), the probability of reporting false positives is greater than 98%.

This situation may be further aggravated by the conditions under which the results of the evaluation are made public.17 Ioannidis (2005) focuses in particular on two types of bias that increase the probability of reporting false positives: publication bias and communication bias. Publication bias refers to the particular appeal of works highlighting a non-zero effect at all stages of the process – from project-funding decisions, to the results being communicated to the general public, after having been validated academically by being published in prestigious scientific journals. These publication biases lead to a distorted proportion of positive results. They are reinforced through communication biases, which consist in reporting on an evaluation only if it leads to significant effects, while at the same time not reporting evaluation results that conclude to no effect of other kinds of interventions. As stressed by Roth (1994), this risk is particularly high when an intervention is developed following a trial and error process, which leads to changes in the terms and conditions of a “pilot” intervention after it has been found to have no effect, until a final proposal is developed that gives rise to the expected significant effect on the outcome. This process is legitimate because it allows to design effective public policies; it does not affect the probability of reporting false positives if all trials are made public at the same time as the final evaluation. Conversely, this process leads to a communication bias as soon as only significant effects are made public, while previous unsuccessful attempts are ignored.

Publication biases, like communication biases, lead to an increase in the proportion of false positives. To illustrate this point, the proportion of positive results caused by one of these two types of bias is denoted $B$. Amongst the $\overline{\beta}$ interventions that actually have an effect, the analysis will make it possible to accurately conclude that there is a non-zero effect for a proportion $(1 - B)$ of cases, while a certain number $(B \times \beta)$ will appear to have an effect due to one of the types of biases. Similarly, a proportion $\alpha$ of interventions amongst the $(1 - \overline{\beta})$ actually having zero effect will appear as having no effect, while a certain number $B \times (1 - \alpha)$ will appear as having a non-zero effect due to bias. In total, the FPRP becomes:

$$FPRP = \frac{(1 - \overline{\beta}) \left[ \alpha + B(1 - \alpha) \right]}{(1 - \overline{\beta}) \left[ \alpha + B(1 - \alpha) \right] + (1 - \beta) \overline{\beta} + B \beta \overline{\beta}}$$

* * *

For the “credibility revolution” announced by some authors (Angrist & Pischke, 2010) to be fully successful, public policy evaluation cannot be based solely on convincing identification strategies. The replication of policy evaluation results, making it possible to distinguish false positives from the proven effects of an intervention (Clemens, 2017), remains essential, as is the need to ensure the precision of the estimated effects.  

---

17. We have deliberately left out the issue of questionable practices that deliberately force the significance of results, for example by deliberately choosing the outcome variable from among all the variables on which the intervention may act, a practice that artificially increases the proportion of false positives (see, for example, List et al., 2001). Christensen & Miguel (2018) present an overview of practices that cause the credibility of empirical results in economics to be weakened, and list a certain number of possible solutions.
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